Background: FibroTest and elastography have been validated as biomarkers of liver fibrosis in the most frequent chronic liver diseases and in the fibrosis screening of patients with diabetes. One challenge was to use them for estimating the prevalence of fibrosis, identifying independent risk factors and to propose screening strategies in the general population.
Background
Screening for liver fibrosis is increasingly appropriate as three major recommended criteria have now been fulfilled, including the disease severity, the tests accuracy and the effectiveness of treatments [1] .
First, liver fibrosis is a significant health problem with a worldwide mortality attributable to cirrhosis and primary liver cancer of around 1.5 millions death per year, with in France (1/100 of world population) a similar mortality rate around 15,000 death per year [2] . Cirrhosis is the last stage of fibrosis which occurs mainly in response to viral and toxic-metabolic insults. The most common causes of fibrosis progression are chronic hepatitis C, chronic hepatitis B, alcoholic liver disease and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease [3] .
Second, liver fibrosis is detectable with non-invasive markers [4] [5] [6] . They are many fibrosis biomarkers and the two most investigated and validated biomarkers are the FibroTest (FT), a serum in vitro multivariate assay (FibroTest ® , Biopredictive, Paris, France; FibroSURE ® in the USA, LabCorp, Burlington), and the Fibroscan [Echosens, Paris, France], a measure of liver stiffness (LSM) using elastography [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . FT and LSM have similar accuracy for the diagnosis of cirrhosis, with FT having higher sensitivity for the diagnosis of earlier stages of fibrosis [10] . FT has already been evaluated in two screening studies in high-risk populations: a retrospective study in hyperlipidemic subjects and a prospective study in diabetic subjects. These results were concordant with a prevalence of presumed advanced (bridging) fibrosis of 6% in subjects with type 2 diabetes [11, 12] .
Third, liver fibrosis is treatable, even at the cirrhotic stage, mainly using anti-viral treatments for hepatitis C and B, but also by reducing alcohol consumption and improving overweight, diabetes and metabolic factors for nonalcoholic fatty liver disease [13] . Whatever the cause of cirrhosis, prevention of variceal bleeding and detection of small liver cancer in patients with cirrhosis can improve survival [12, 14] .
The aim of the present pilot study was to assess the feasibility of the first steps of fibrosis screening using biomarkers. Screening is a chain of activities that starts with defining the target population and extends to the treatment and follow-up of the screen-detected patients. 1 The aim was not to re-assess biomarkers' accuracy using biopsy as this mandatory step has been extensively validated in the most frequent chronic liver diseases including methods without perfect gold standards [10] .
The primary aim was to use FT, as a first-line sensitive test and elastography as a confirmation test to estimate the prevalence of advanced fibrosis in a general population. The secondary aim was to identify independent risk factors of fibrosis and to compare the accuracy of a non selective screening versus selective screenings.
Methods

Inclusion criteria
Consecutive subjects, forty years of age or older, who were seen for a free screening program in two French Social Security health examination centers were eligible for inclusion. All procedures were performed in accordance with the current revised guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki, approved by the ethical committee of Groupe Hospitalier Pitié Salpêtrière and all investigated participants gave informed signed consent. Forty years threshold was chosen as fibrosis progression is very slow in younger patients [3] .
Initial medical screening
Screened subjects filled out a questionnaire, underwent an interview and physical examination by a physician, and blood sampling. The questionnaire included 70 epidemiological, clinical and environmental characteristics. The blood sample included liver function tests, fasting glucose, lipids, and biomarkers of fibrosis (FT), steatosis (SteatoTest), and NASH (NashTest) [5, 6] (Table 1) . In a consecutive subpopulation the serum carbohydrate-deficient transferrin (CDT) was measured in order to improve the identification of subjects with excessive drinking [15] .
The previous standard of care in these prevention centers remained unchanged. There was already a "viral hepatitis C or B"-oriented strategy. When the physician of the prevention center suspected a risk of HCV or HBV infection or if the transaminase ALT level was above normal, an HCV antibody or HBsAg antigen assay was routinely performed and the patient was re-investigated if they were positive.
Reinvestigation
Advanced fibrosis was "presumed" when FT was greater than 0.48. This threshold was validated for METAVIR scoring system advanced fibrosis (few septa, many septa, cirrhosis) in HCV, HBV and equivalent bridging fibrosis in ALD and NAFLD [3] . Subjects with presumed fibrosis were contacted for a reinvestigation in the reference center. Reinvestigation consisted of a hepatologist consultation, a second FT, an elastography (LSM), serum markers of chronic liver disease, and if necessary, liver ultrasonography, esophageal endoscopy, or liver biopsy.
Analysis Design
The primary analysis estimated the prevalence of fibrosis and its associated risk factors and was performed in all included subjects without any previous history of liver disease.
The secondary analysis compared the non selective screening to three risk-oriented strategies. The HCV/ HBV-oriented risk population was the previous standard of care. The alcohol-oriented risk population included all subjects who drank more than 10 grams a day for females and more than 20 grams for males [16] . The metabolic syndrome-oriented population included all subjects with at least one factor of the metabolic syndrome (Table 1) .
A third analysis was planned to assess the number of possible false negative cases missed using FT alone. In a consecutive population, FT and LSM were performed on the same day in the prevention center by the same operators of the reference center.
Sample size
For the primary analysis it had been estimated that at least 7,500 subjects would be needed in order to reinvestigate at least 100 subjects in the reference center, assuming a prevalence of 3% and an acceptance rate of 50%.
Biomarkers measurements
FT includes α 2 -macroglobulin, apolipoprotein A1, haptoglobin, total bilirubin, and γ-glutamyl-transpeptidase (GGT), adjusted for age and gender. FT scores range from zero to 1.00. The FT, SteatoTest, NashTest components were analyzed according to published recommendations [5, 6] . LSM is expressed in kilopascals (kPa). The technique was performed by experienced hepatologists who were blinded, and was done according to the manufacturer's recommendations [10, 17, 18] . The predefined threshold for advanced fibrosis was 7.1 kPa, 12.5 kPa for cirrhosis and 5 kPa for minimal fibrosis [10, [17] [18] [19] .
Endpoints
All cutoffs were defined a priori. Advanced fibrosis was "confirmed" if FT was greater than 0.48 and elastography was 7.1 kPa or above; or there were endoscopic signs of portal hypertension; or advanced fibrosis was demonstrated on liver biopsy. Advanced fibrosis was "still suspected" if FT was greater than 0.48 and LSM was between 5.0 kPa and 7.1 kPa as LSM has a lower sensitivity than FT. 10 Fibrosis was "indeterminate with suspected false positive FT or false negative LSM" if FT was greater than 0.48 and the LSM was lower than 5.0 kPa.
The efficacy of the risk-oriented strategies was compared using the number of identified advanced fibrosis cases, the relative risk of advanced fibrosis as estimated by the odds ratio, the AUROC for quantitative factors and the number of persons required to undergo fibrosis screening in order to detect one case of advanced fibrosis.
In the subpopulation with CDT measurement, the goal was to assess whether CDT was a better predictive factor than self-reported alcohol consumption for the prediction of advanced fibrosis and for attributing the cause of liver disease.
In the subpopulation that was also screened with LSM, the goal was to estimate the percentage of FT false negatives. Subjects with LSM 7.1 kPa or greater were systematically contacted for reinvestigation.
Statistical analysis
The Fisher's exact, Mann-Whitney, Bonferroni, and Tukey-Kramer tests and logistic regression were used. For diagnostic values, relative risk was estimated using the odds ratio. The area under the ROC curve (AUROC) was assessed for quantitative factors. The representativeness of the present general population sample enrolled in the French Social Security health examination center sample was assessed using comparisons with characteristics of the overall French population and from a French national survey on nutrition and health [20, 21] . 
Haptoglobin g/L (0·35-2·00) 0.9 (0.8- [22] .
Results
Screened population
Between June 2006 and September 2008, 7,554 subjects were eligible; 72 were excluded, including 33 because of high-risk profiles of FT false positives or false negatives (applicability 99.6%; 7521/7554), and 16 protocol refusal (acceptance 99.8%; 7505/7521). Majority of high-risk profiles (24/33) were abnormally low haptoglobin (hemolysis or anhaptoglobinemia), 4 subjects had abnormally high apoA1 value, 1 abnormally low ApoA1, 2 abnormally high GGT, one Gilbert syndrome with 72 micromol of unconjugated bilirubin, and one abnormally high A2 M.
Among the 7,482 included subjects, 7,463 had no history of liver disease (naive population) and 19 had a his- (Figure 1 ). The characteristics of the included population were similar to those of the French general population (Additional file 1) [21, 22] . A total of 3362/ 7482 (45%) subjects received at least one treatment the day of inclusion, but no specific details were available.
Prevalence of fibrosis
In the naïve population, 209/7463 (2.8%; 2.4%-3.2%) subjects [N (%:95%CI)] had a FT with presumed fibrosis and 25 with presumed cirrhosis (0.3%; 0.2%-0.5%); 1336/7395 (18.1%; 17.2%-18.9%) had a SteatoTest with presumed steatosis (over 5% of hepatocytes) and 80/7463 (1.1%; 0.8%-1.3%) had a NashTest with presumed steato-hepatitis. A total of 105 subjects accepted to be reinvestigated (50% adherence) and were similar to the 104 subjects that were not reinvestigated (Table 1) . Fibrosis was confirmed in 50, still suspected in 27, and indeterminate with a suspected false positive of FT or false negative of LSM in 28 ( Table 2) . Only four subjects (4%) accepted liver biopsy out of the 105 that were reinvestigated. Nine subjects had confirmed cirrhosis, all without any clinically obvious signs. One subject had small esophageal varices. Nonalcoholic and alcoholic fatty liver diseases were the most frequent etiologies (85%) for advanced fibrosis (Table 2) . Among patients with confirmed cirrhosis, 22% had HCV (all associated with ALD), 44% had ALD and NAFLD and 33% had NAFLD alone (Additional File 2). Correlation between first and second FT was 0.77 (P < 0.0001) with a significant concordance between cirrhosis/non cirrhosis (kappa = 0.76; P < 0.001).
The estimated prevalence of confirmed fibrosis was 1.3% (1.1%-1.7%) ( Table 2 ). In a "worse" scenario assuming that fibrosis was not present in patients not reinvestigated, these overall estimated prevalences would have been 0.7%.
Among the 19 subjects of the non-naïve population, 16 (84%) had an FT with presumed fibrosis; 13 subjects were reinvestigated and the presumed fibrosis was confirmed in 12 (positive predictive value 92%) using 10 LSM and seven biopsies. If included, the prevalence of advanced fibrosis ranged from 1.5% [(100+12)/(7463+19)] for con- 
Factors associated with fibrosis
In univariate (Table 3 ) and multivariate analyses (Table  4) , five factors were consistently and independently associated with fibrosis (confirmed, or presumed): age, male gender, waist circumference, alcohol consumption estimated using CDT, and positive HCV antibodies. Reported alcohol consumption was not associated with advanced fibrosis. Serum triglycerides were no longer associated with fibrosis when CDT was included in the model ( Table 4) .
Comparison of screening strategies efficacy (Table 3)
The non selective strategy using FT in all subjects identified 0.7% (50/7,463) confirmed fibrosis cases, i.e., 149 subjects would be required to undergo fibrosis screening in order to detect one case of advanced fibrosis.
The most sensitive selective screening strategy was the metabolic factor-oriented strategy, which identified 40/50 (80%) confirmed advanced fibrosis cases, significantly more than the alcohol-oriented strategy using selfreported alcohol consumption and significantly more than the standard HCV/HBV-oriented strategy.
Among 1097 subjects who had CDT measurements (Additional File 3), the alcohol-oriented strategy using CDT identified 22/30 (73%) confirmed fibrosis cases, which did not differ from the metabolic strategy (23/30, 77%; P = 0.78 versus the CDT strategy), with both being more sensitive than the alcohol-oriented strategy using self-reported alcohol consumption.
Using the identified independent risk factors, the percentage of confirmed fibrosis detected among screened subjects increased to 5.2% (30/581) for males, to 9.4% (26/276) for males 60 years or older, to 16.4% (20/122) in males 60 years or older with CDT over 1.6%, and to 28.6% (6/21) in males 60 years or older with CDT over 1.6% and waist circumference 102 cm or greater. The corresponding number of subjects who would be required to undergo fibrosis screening in order to detect one advanced fibrosis was 19, 11, 6 and 4.
Subjects with possible underestimation of their alcohol consumption (CDT greater than 1.6% and low self report consumption represented 42% (30/72) of patients with presumed advanced fibrosis versus 21% (216/1022; P = 0.0001) of patients without fibrosis. Using CDT versus reported alcohol consumption, the attributable cause of liver fibrosis was ALD in 16% (12/74) versus 5% (4/74), mixed ALD/NAFLD in 45% (33/74) versus 23% (17/74), and NAFLD in 34% (25/74) versus 55% (41/74), respectively (P = 0.01).
Discordance analysis between FT and LSM
A total of 871 subjects had an interpretable FT and LSM, 766 during screening and 105 during reinvestigation. During screening, the concordance between the 2 biomarkers was 91.2% (P = 0.009) ( Table 5 ) and 99.1% (761/ 766 P < 0.0001) for the diagnosis of cirrhosis.
Using FT, 25 (3.3%) subjects had presumed advanced fibrosis versus 53 (6.9%) subjects using LSM. 48 (6.3%) subjects were suspected to be false negatives of FT or false positives of LSM, and 20 (2.6%) false negatives of LSM or false positives of FT. The 68 subjects with discordance had significantly more factors already identified as LSM variability factors than the other subjects. In multivariate analysis, male gender (OR = 2.45, 95%CI, 1.39-4.30; P = 0.002), total cholesterol (negatively correlated OR = 0.58, 95%CI, 0.44-0.76; P < 0.0001), thoracic fold (OR = 1.05, 95%CI, 1.01-1.08; P = 0.01), and one operator (OR = 2.12, 95%CI, 1.28-2.12; P = 0.005) were significantly associated with discordance.
Estimate of FT false negative rate using LSM
Among the 48 (6.3%) subjects suspected to be false negatives of FT or false positives of LSM, 18 accepted to be reinvestigated (Table 6 ). Repeated FT results were consistently lower than 0.48. Repeated LSM in twelve subjects was no longer elevated and the false positivity of initial LSM was highly suspected; in 11 of these 12 subjects the initial LSM had been assessed by the "discordant" operator, and 4 had a thoracic fold over 15 mm. One case of a false negative FT was highly suspected, as the second LSM was still elevated (7.1 kPa) without any LSM variability risk factor. If the rate of false negative was the same in reinvestigated or not reinvestigated subjects, a total of 3 false negative FTs would have been expected among the 48 discordant cases, i.e., an overall false negative rate of 0.4% (3/766) .
Discussion
This study has limitations, but for the first time noninvasive biomarkers have been used to assess the prevalence of advanced liver fibrosis, to identify the independent associated risk factors and to prepare mass screening strategies. This study is a first step in order to assess the feasibility of using biomarkers, and not designed to assess the treatment and follow-up of the screen-detected patients [1] . The best method for validating a mass screening strategy is probably a large randomized trial [1] . The costs also were not estimated and compared. The diagnostic performance of FT is superior to other nonpatented fibrosis biomarkers (i.e; APRI) but the cost is greater [4] [5] [6] . If accepted in screening strategies, the patented tests' price should be reduced according to the market volume and cost-benefit analyses.
Benefit-risk of biomarkers
The present study is based on the assumption that FT and LSM have been sufficiently validated to be used as firstline screening and confirmation tests, respectively, for the diagnosis of advanced fibrosis, without the use of liver biopsy.
If these validations are accepted, biopsy is not necessary. It is because biomarkers have been previously validated that large screening studies are possible without the limitations of biopsy. To reduce the risk of false positive and false negative we used two validated biomarkers, the most sensitive being FT used as the screen test and elastography as a confirmatory test.
Up until recently, only liver biopsy was considered as a gold standard for the confirmation of suspected advanced fibrosis in subjects with abnormal standard liver tests [4] . Previous studies performed in community-based populations mostly used transaminases ALT as a first-line screening test [23] [24] [25] [26] . This standard design is not accurate due to limitations of both standard liver tests and liver biopsy. Standard liver tests are significantly less accurate than FT for the diagnosis and prognosis of advanced fibrosis in patients with chronic hepatitis C, B, ALD, and for the diagnosis of fibrosis in patients with NAFLD [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In the present study only 33% of patients with confirmed fibrosis had ALT greater or equal to 50 IU/L.
In the present study biopsy was proposed to all the reinvestigated subjects with discordance between FT and LSM. 98% out of discordant subjects refused the biopsy, because of the risk of adverse events. In 2007 two deaths attributable to liver biopsy were reported to a French nationwide malpractice insurance company [27] . Besides these risks liver biopsy is not a perfect reference standard and even if all subjects with suspected fibrosis would have accepted liver biopsy as a confirmation test, there still would have been a risk of 25% for false positives/negatives after liver biopsy [28, 29] . Several diagnostic and prospective prognostic studies have consistently demonstrated that in case of discordances between FT and biopsy, half of the cases were due to failure of biopsy [5, 6] .
Other patented or not fibrosis biomarkers, ELF, Hepascore and Fibrometer, NAFLD fibrosis score are potential candidates but have been less validated than FT for their diagnostic and prognostic values [4] .
FT has limitations with a risk of false positives due to Gilbert's syndrome and hemolysis, as well a risk of false negatives due to acute inflammation [6] . As previously observed in blood donors and diabetics [12] , the highrisk profiles were rare (0.4%) in the present study with 99.6% applicability. Among applicable subjects the estimated rate of false negatives was 0.4% and the false positive rate ranged according to fibrosis definition from 0.08% to 1.4%.
LSM has been validated as an alternative to liver biopsy for the diagnosis of advanced fibrosis in the most frequent liver diseases [9, 30] . Compared to FT, the main disadvantages of LSM for a first-line test are the lower applicability rate, the higher number of variability factors including a possible operator effect and the lower sensitivity for earlier stages of fibrosis [10] .
In the present analysis we focus on confirmed fibrosis, which is a minimal hypothesis in term of efficacy. The fact that 50% of patients with presumed advanced fibrosis have not been confirmed by LSM can be viewed as a weakness of the present study. These individuals declined a biopsy and they could be false positive of FT or false negative of LSM. We acknowledge that the strategy combining FT as a first-line screening test and LSM as a confirmation test magnified the complimentary advantages of these two biomarkers for F3 and F4 but not for F2. We previously observed a lower sensitivity of LSM versus FT, for early stage F2 in patients with NAFLD, but this point must be confirmed by other studies [11] . If the higher accuracy of FT for the diagnosis of F2 is confirmed the screening efficacy would be doubled.
Prevalence of advanced liver fibrosis
Depending on the definitions, and on bias related to the non reinvestigated population, the estimated prevalence of advanced fibrosis varied from 0.7% to 2.8%. However the lower estimated prevalence of 0.7% seems not realistic as the non reinvestigated population was similar to the reinvestigated population for the main characteristics (Table 1) .
Using standard liver tests, a higher prevalence of "chronic liver disease" was observed in Italy, the USA and China, from 7.9% to 17.5% of estimates [23] [24] [25] [26] 31] . Without specific markers of advanced fibrosis, the attributable cause of abnormal liver tests could include non severe liver disease that is steatosis, or inflammation without advanced fibrosis.
In the present study the most common attributable cause of fibrosis was NAFLD associated with ALD or alone (77%), much higher than hepatitis C (8%) and ALD alone (8%). Among subjects with confirmed cirrhosis, HCV infection was more prevalent (22%), and was always associated with alcohol consumption. This study was not designed to estimate the possible role of drugs in inducing liver injury.
Other studies in the general population have also found NAFLD to be the leading cause of suspected chronic liver disease [23] [24] [25] [26] . In the present study the prevalence of steatosis assessed using SteatoTest was expected, 18% for moderate to severe grade and 23% for minimal steatosis, as well as 1% for NASH.
One original observation of the present study was that the use of CDT, a biomarker of excessive alcohol consumption, instead of self-reported alcohol consumption, permitted to attribute fibrosis to ALD 3 times more often and to mixed ALD/NAFLD 2 times more often. One limitation of the present study was that CDT was assessed in a subpopulation of 1097 consecutive subjects and these results need to be replicated in a larger population. The cost of CDT is also a limitation for large screening strategies.
Risk factors
The results confirmed that age, male gender and HBsAg or HCV antibodies were associated with fibrosis. The original observation was that waist circumference was the best independent predictive factor for fibrosis among the "metabolic factors", when CDT was used as a biomarker of alcohol consumption. The significant association between triglycerides and fibrosis was no longer significant after adjustment using CDT. This was expected, as triglycerides are associated both with metabolic factors and alcohol consumption; finally, this observation also supports a lack of sensitivity of self-reported alcohol consumption.
Screening strategies
The results suggest that the non selective strategy using FT as a first-line test in the social security health centers and elastography in the reference center seems feasible and effective.
According to official recommendations, so far only screening for alcohol misuse in adults, and lipid disorder in men aged 35 and older are recommended in general population. Screening for hepatitis B or C or hemochromatosis in general population are not recommended [1, 32] . For primary liver cancer two randomized trials have suggested the efficacy of cancer screening in chronic carriers of hepatitis B virus [33, 34] . In the present study the standard "hepatitis oriented strategy" was less effective than a non selective strategy.
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